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Intervista del Santo Padre Francesco al quotidiano online Asia Times

In occasione del prossimo Capodanno cinese, il Santo Padre Francesco ha concesso un’ampia intervista per il
quotidiano online Asia Times (Hong Kong), realizzata dal giornalista Francesco Sisci. L’originale in lingua
inglese si trova sul Sito di Asia Times: atimes.com.

Il Papa ha colto questa occasione per esprimere i suoi auguri al Presidente Xi Jinping e a tutto il popolo cinese,
ha espresso la sua grande stima per il popolo cinese e la sua cultura, con l’augurio che l’apporto cinese al
dialogo fra i popoli contribuisca alla pace e allo sviluppo integrale della famiglia umana.

Riportiamo integralmente le domande e le risposte del Santo Padre:

Interview of the Holy Father Francis to the online daily Asia Times

To mark the occasion of the upcoming Chinese New Year, the Holy Father Francis has granted an extensive
interview to the online daily Asia Times (Hong Kong), with the journalist Francesco Sisci. The English language
original can be found on the Asia Times website at atimes.com.

The Pope took the opportunity to express his wishes to President Xi Jinping and all the Chinese people, and his
high esteem for the Chinese people and their culture, in the hope that the Chinese contribution to dialogue
between peoples may contribute to peace and the integral development of the human family.

The following is the full text of the questions and the Holy Father’s answers:

Sisci: What is China for you? How did you imagine China to be as a young man, given that China, for Argentina,
is not the East but the far West? What does Matteo Ricci mean to you?

Pope Francis: For me, China has always been a reference point of greatness. A great country. But more than a
country, a great culture, with an inexhaustible wisdom. For me, as a boy, whenever I read anything about China,
it had the capacity to inspire my admiration. I have admiration for China. Later I looked into Matteo Ricci’s life



and I saw how this man felt the same thing in the exact way I did, admiration, and how he was able to enter into
dialogue with this great culture, with this age-old wisdom. He was able to “encounter” it.

When I was young, and China was spoken of, we thought of the Great Wall. The rest was not known in my
homeland. But as I looked more and more into the matter, I had an experience of encounter which was very
different, in time and manner, to that experienced by Ricci. Yet I came across something I had not expected.
Ricci’s experience teaches us that it is necessary to enter into dialogue with China, because it is an
accumulation of wisdom and history. It is a land blessed with many things. And the Catholic Church, one of
whose duties is to respect all civilizations, before this civilization, I would say, has the duty to respect it with a
capital “R”. The Church has great potential to receive culture.

The other day I had the opportunity to see the paintings of another great Jesuit, Giuseppe Castiglione – who also
had the Jesuit virus (laughs). Castiglione knew how to express beauty, the experience of openness in dialogue:
receiving from others and giving of one’s self on a wavelength that is “civilized” of civilizations. When I say
“civilized”, I do not mean only “educated” civilizations, but also civilizations that encounter one another. Also, I
don’t know whether it is true but they say that Marco Polo was the one who brought pasta noodles to Italy
(laughs). So it was the Chinese who invented them. I don’t know if this is true. But I say this in passing.

This is the impression I have, great respect. And more than this, when I crossed China for the first time, I was
told in the aircraft: “within ten minutes we will enter Chinese airspace, and send your greeting”. I confess that I
felt very emotional, something that does not usually happen to me. I was moved to be flying over this great
richness of culture and wisdom.

Sisci:China, for the first time in its thousands of years of history, is emerging from its own environment and
opening to the world, creating unprecedented challenges for itself and for the world. You have spoken of a third
world war that is furtively advancing: what challenges does this present in the quest for peace?

Pope Francis: Being afraid is never a good counselor. Fear is not a good counselor. If a father and a mother are
fearful when they have an adolescent son, they will not know how to deal with him well. In other words, we must
not fear challenges of any kind, since everyone, male and female, has within them the capacity to find ways of
co-existing, of respect and mutual admiration. And it is obvious that so much culture and so much wisdom, and
in addition, so much technical knowledge – we have only to think of age-old medicinal techniques – cannot
remain enclosed within a country; they tend to expand, to spread, to communicate. Man tends to communicate,
a civilization tends to communicate. It is evident that when communication happens in an aggressive tone to
defend oneself, then wars result. But I would not be fearful. It is a great challenge to keep the balance of peace.
Here we have Grandmother Europe, as I said in Strasbourg. It appears that she is no longer Mother Europe. I
hope she will be able to reclaim that role again. And she receives from this age-old country an increasingly rich
contribution. And so it is necessary to accept the challenge and to run the risk of balancing this exchange for
peace. The Western world, the Eastern world and China all have the capacity to maintain the balance of peace
and the strength to do so. We must find the way, always through dialogue; there is no other way. (He opens his
arms as if extending an embrace.)

Encounter is achieved through dialogue. The true balance of peace is realized through dialogue. Dialogue does
not mean that we end up with a compromise, half the cake for you and the other half for me. This is what
happened in Yalta and we saw the results. No, dialogue means: look, we have got to this point, I may or may not
agree, but let us walk together; this is what it means to build. And the cake stays whole, walking together. The
cake belongs to everyone, it is humanity, culture. Carving up the cake, as in Yalta, means dividing humanity and
culture into small pieces. And culture and humanity cannot be carved into small pieces. When I speak about this
large cake I mean it in a positive sense. Everyone has an influence to bear on the common good of all. (The
Pope smiles and asks: “I don’t know if the example of the cake is clear for the Chinese?”, I nod: “I think so”.)

Sisci: China has experienced over the last few decades tragedies without comparison. Since 1980 the Chinese
have sacrificed that which has always been most dear to them, their children. For the Chinese these are very
serious wounds. Among other things, this has left enormous emptiness in their consciences and somehow an
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extremely deep need to be reconciled with themselves and to forgive themselves. In the Year of Mercy what
message can you offer the Chinese people?

Pope Francis: The aging of a population and of humanity is happening in many places. Here in Italy the birth rate
is almost below zero, and in Spain too, more or less. The situation in France, with its policy of assistance to
families, is improving. And it is obvious that populations age. They age and they do not have children. In Africa,
for example, it was a pleasure to see children in the streets. Here in Rome, if you walk around, you will see very
few children. Perhaps behind this there is the fear you are alluding to, the mistaken perception, not that we will
simply fall behind, but that we will fall into misery, so therefore, let’s not have children.

There are other societies that have opted for the contrary. For example, during my trip to Albania, I was
astonished to discover that the average age of the population is approximately 40 years. There exist young
countries; I think Bosnia and Herzegovina is the same. Countries that have suffered and opt for youth. Then
there is the problem of work. Something that China does not have, because it has the capacity to offer work both
in the countryside and in the city. And it is true, the problem for China of not having children must be very
painful; because the pyramid is then inverted and a child has to bear the burden of his father, mother,
grandfather and grandmother. And this is exhausting, demanding, disorientating. It is not the natural way. I
understand that China has opened up possibilities on this front.

Sisci: How should these challenges of families in China be faced, given that they find themselves in a process of
profound change and no longer correspond to the traditional Chinese model of the family?

Pope Francis: Taking up the theme, in the Year of Mercy, what message can I give to the Chinese people? The
history of a people is always a path. A people at times walks more quickly, at times more slowly, at times it
pauses, at times it makes a mistake and goes backwards a little, or takes the wrong path and has to retrace its
steps to follow the right way. But when a people moves forward, this does not worry me because it means they
are making history. And I believe that the Chinese people are moving forward and this is their greatness. It
walks, like all populations, through lights and shadows. Looking at this past – and perhaps the fact of not having
children creates a complex – it is healthy to take responsibility for one’s own path. Well, we have taken this
route, something here did not work at all, so now other possibilities are opened up. Other issues come into play:
the selfishness of some of the wealthy sectors who prefer not to have children, and so forth. They have to take
responsibility for their own path. And I would go further: do not be bitter, but be at peace with your own path,
even if you have made mistakes. I cannot say my history was bad, that I hate my history. (The Pope gives me a
penetrating look.)

No, every people must be reconciled with its history as its own path, with its successes and its mistakes. And
this reconciliation with one’s own history brings much maturity, much growth. Here I would use the word
mentioned in the question: mercy. It is healthy for a person to have mercy towards himself, not to be sadistic or
masochistic. That is wrong. And I would say the same for a people: it is healthy for a population to be merciful
towards itself. And this nobility of soul … I don’t know whether or not to use the word forgiveness, I don’t know.
But to accept that this was my path, to smile, and to keep going. If one gets tired and stops, one can become
bitter and corrupt. And so, when one takes responsibility for one’s own path, accepting it for what it was, this
allows one’s historical and cultural richness to emerge, even in difficult moments.

And how can it be allowed to emerge? Here we return to the first question: in dialogue with today’s world. To
dialogue does not mean that I surrender myself, because at times there is the danger, in the dialogue between
different countries, of hidden agendas, namely, cultural colonizations. It is necessary to recognize the greatness
of the Chinese people, who have always maintained their culture. And their culture – I am not speaking about
ideologies that there may have been in the past – their culture was not imposed.

Sisci: The country’s economic growth proceeded at an overwhelming pace but this has also brought with it
human and environmental disasters which Beijing is striving to confront and resolve. At the same time, the
pursuit of work efficiency is burdening families with new costs: sometimes children and parents are separated
due to the demands of work. What message can you give them?
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Pope Francis: I feel rather like a “mother-in-law” giving advice on what should be done (laughs). I would suggest
a healthy realism; reality must be accepted from wherever it comes. This is our reality; as in football, the
goalkeeper must catch the ball from wherever it comes. Reality must be accepted for what it is. Be realistic. This
is our reality. First, I must be reconciled with reality. I don’t like it, I am against it, it makes me suffer, but if I don’t
come to terms with it, I won’t be able to do anything. The second step is to work to improve reality and to change
its direction.

Now, you see that these are simple suggestions, somewhat commonplace. But to be like an ostrich, that hides
its head in the sand so as not to see reality, nor accept it, is no solution. Well then, let us discuss, let us keep
searching, let us continue walking, always on the path, on the move. The water of a river is pure because it flows
ahead; still water becomes stagnant. It is necessary to accept reality as it is, without disguising it, without refining
it, and to find ways of improving it. Well, here is something that is very important. If this happens to a company
which has worked for twenty years and there is a business crisis, then there are few avenues of creativity to
improve it. On the contrary, when it happens in an age-old country, with its age-old history, its age-old wisdom,
its age-old creativity, then tension is created between the present problem and this past of ancient richness. And
this tension brings fruitfulness as it looks to the future. I believe that the great richness of China today lies in
looking to the future from a present that is sustained by the memory of its cultural past. Living in tension, not in
anguish, and the tension is between its very rich past and the challenge of the present which has to be carried
forth into the future; that is, the story doesn’t end here.

Sisci: On the occasion of the upcoming Chinese New Year of the Monkey, would you like to send a greeting to
the Chinese people, to the Authorities and to President Xi Jinping?

Pope Francis: On the eve of the New Year, I wish to convey my best wishes and greetings to President Xi
Jinping and to all the Chinese people. And I wish to express my hope that they never lose their historical
awareness of being a great people, with a great history of wisdom, and that they have much to offer to the world.
The world looks to this great wisdom of yours. In this New Year, with this awareness, may you continue to go
forward in order to help and cooperate with everyone in caring for our common home and our common peoples.
Thank you!

[00172-EN.01] [Original text: English]
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